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The Very Secrecy of the Militant’s Sources: 

1. Introduction: Militants are a serious threat to the human race. Their numbers are getting rise in different countries 

including our Bangladesh. But man does not know how it is getting rise. The only reason of it is the top most secrecy of the 

militants. This top most secrecy is an extreme violation of human rights. It has been the subject of my experience and 

research since long. All militants source is one. A militant is a militant creation by birth. 

 

2.1. Description: There are many militants in our country. If man (Adam race) have the knowledge of this secrecy and 

informed about this secrecy would be description in public. No new militants could be developed. Their number shall be 

multiplying day by day as well as their manpower will be increased unless. We can uproot their source. Their very most 

secrecy is the “clone process” like man. They will never reveal this process of cloning. So human being needs to 

investigation and research in the matter of cloning of militants. This clone system need to reveal the very secret, after 

finding out. 

 

2.2 . Militants can make clone like man in Bangladesh and other countries. This cloning process does not fall within the 

definition of science. The top most secrecy of the militants is to generate a man after some operations from Jinn/Fairy. So 

the militants are not of the Adam’s (i.e. the best of the creations) genome .They do not have any love and kindness for man. 

All on a sudden, the man disappears. In most of the cases the militants/Jinn/Fairy conceal the body after killing. If kept by 

previous cloning, In that case the man comes back. Actually a militant like the cloned man comes back. So they exist in 

every level of the country from politicians, police, service holders, businessmen, rich-poor everywhere. He who is cloned is 

a militant. All cloned men are implicitly united. Some clones are active militants. So Militants are not Homo sapiens. 

2.3 I have seen Jinn/fairy many times. A few people also might have seen them. Jinn/Fairy are species one kind of. Jinn are 

male and Fairy are female. All Jinn/Fairy is very beautiful. They can are lives shape of any animal. God created them by the 

pure flame of fire, before the creation of man. Jinn/fairy can speak like any human voice. They have travel at night and have 

a weak sight in day light. Many of them have a fixed residence. They have food, bath and study facility there. They pass 

childhood, juvenile and senile age. Existed with birth-death, disease, sorrow-happiness like man. Their special natural 

power given to them is that can have the shape of any animal, like man, cat, dog, snake, insects etc, in the twinkling of an 

eye. When any Jinn/Fairy takes the shape of a human being, he/she does not have any teeth in mouth. Not nails in hands and 

legs finger. Then in the thumbs their are only one bone (phalanges). After that they have total 204 bones on the entire body. 

When the Jinn/Fairy shape human body they can’t see at day light. Because they have more cone cells in eye retina and less 

number of rod cells in eye retina. The Fairy never experiences   menarche, menstruation (monthly period). The species is 
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Average age 90-100 years. They can speak like human voice. When necessary they can stay invisibly on human body in the 

shape of firefly or other insects. Jinn/fairy are very brave zealous and clever. They to get realized in enchant their cloning 

purpose. They have Muslim and Hindu community. Even in the Holy Quran there is a chapter named “Jinn”. Verse nong- 

72. Other religious books have also depicted about them 

. 

 3. Militants Training Period: The Jinn/Fairy/militants first target a man. They will make clone like man. Then the 

Jinn/Fairy stays at his house/home of that man (boy or girl). They take training on everything of the man (boy or girl) like 

whom they want to be clone. Such as will be learn and know the names of family members, relatives, to know the names of 

the family members, relatives and neighbors, friends. With the names of every single one. Jinn/Fairy every person how to 

call will learn.  Jinn/Fairy invisibly hide in the man (boy or girl) house to receive the training. Even they will use any nearer 

militant to take a physical (to will clone) photo by camera. The man (boy or girl) like whom, they want to make a clone. If 

he students, then Jinn /Fairy this subject will read and learn. If the man (boy or girl) they will clone in any profession, they 

will learn the profession. For example, if the man is a teacher, they will learn properly of his teaching. If the man is a 

politician or a student leader, they will learn how to deliver speech. Their training session may have a length from 6 months 

to 3 years.   
 

 4. Militant’s clone system (though differs from scientific definition): The Jinn/Fairy/militants carrying cloning 

their clone factory. I know this clone factory. Jinn/Fairy have the shape of the man whom is to be training. They so Keeping 

like to his color, his fat, hair, height and the tone of voice this man (boy or girl). Then anesthesia doctor sedate him. The 

militant dentists doctor set by operation teeth one by one in the mouth of the Jinn/Fairy, who getting in the shape of man. 

Hold each teeth by forsave and them heating the roots of the teeth in electric fire, they set incisor, cannine, premolar and 

molar teeth in mouth. As like as these remain set in the mouth of the human being. After setting the teeth in mouth, the 

Jinn/Fairy can’t get into other shape. As soon as his illness good a little, the militant eye physician doctor withdrawing their 

retina and in this place setting by operation previously collected human retina in the eyes. Then Jinn/Fairy (clone) to enable  

see in the day light. This way  also set collected human nails on hand  fingers and toes of the clone one by operation. This 

requires them heating the nails in fire. Then the militant orthopedic doctor his both hands thumb cut/broken his into two 

pieces phalanges by using a machine. Then two phalanges in thumb. After that his body has total 206 bones. During the 

operation, the clone patient is given saline, injection, antibody and liquid food. Finishing these operation and getting 

properly good takes him about 3-4 months. If the man for a clone has beard and moustache, they use hormone injection to 

accelerate the growing of beard and moustache. 

 

The militant at first takes a man like whom one is to be cloned. Then they kill him plan-fully and hide the body. If there is a 

chance, they take out the death’s teeth, eyes and nails and send these to their clone factory. While burying under the ground , 

they neither observe a funeral formality nor give a shed. In the Jinn/ Fairy there are Hindus also. And if the man for a clone 

is a Hindu, they do not burn the body of the man, but it is buried under the ground.  
 

5.1. En Example:. Sharnakamal, the house of the Khulna’s top terror Ershad Shikder, was a factory in this way for 

cloning. Here, man were killed and from their bodies were hidden the body after taking of teeth, eyes and nails. So 

thousands of human skeleton might found there. His house from of freeze, police was rescued many human teeth, nails, and 

eyes, as well as different cloning machineries (dentist goods). But that cloning secret is to police, journalist and any man is 

still unknown. 

 

5.2. As I know about the most secret matter of cloning of the militants, so according to, same of me, they have cloned the 

eldest son of the emperor of the Jinn/Fairy. Militants tried many times to kill me. But due to immense kindness of God, I 

have been survived.  At present the militants can kill me at any time. If able to hide my death body after assassination. Then 

at my place the son clone of the Jinn/Fairy emperor will appear and will be rich in future. 

 

5.3.There are some Jinn/Fairy militant who can read the Holy Quran in reverse order to the beginning. It is one kind of 

kufory. Jinn/Fairy/militant doing in this kufory, if they feed or sweets eat or drink the spiritual water, the man can never tell 

anything about their secret cloning process. People who have drunk the kufory made spiritual water or have eaten sweets 

they will not be able to take into their capability that cloning regarding such clone.   

                                              

 

                              

6. Result:(The process of carrying out the  investigation and research)                                
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All militant are clone men (were Jinn/fairy). To know about them is the way of doing x-ray in     the thumbs bone of the 

hands (Phalanges). Orthopedic doctor the thumbs bone will be seen broken/cut off. 

If female are clone/ militants there will be no monthly period of them in life. 

If the eye specialist doctor test, it will be known that their two eyes are retina grafted by surgery to see in the day light.  

It will be known from the DNA test of the militant persons that they will have no match with their present parents or will 

not have any match with the DNA of their brother-sisters.  

If tested by human dentist doctor, it will be known that all the teeth of militants were fitted permanently in mouth.  

The teeth of many militant persons were manufactured with the stones, then these have been fitted in the mouth. 

Many militants can’t write by holding pen because this thumb bone is cut off/broken.  
 

7. Hybridization: 
Jinn marries the fairy there generation will be Jinn/Fairy. 

Militant /cloned man male can marry the Fairy and the progeny will be Jinn/Fairy.  

If clone male/ militant male, marries the clone/ militant female the offspring will be a male child or a female child (with nail 

and later on the teeth will be developed) 

Man male (Adam race) can’t never marry the Fairy.  

Man male (Adam race) can’t never marry the female militant /clone female.    

Militant /clone female can only marry the clone/ militant male. 

Militant /clone male can marry the human female (Adam race). 
 

8. Conclusion: In this way Adam race is killing and hidden by militants/Jinn/Fairy. The arrival of new clones are 

increasing the number of militants. Which is totally unknown to human being. Please investigation and research this 

exceptional clone system. Then protect the Human Rights and will be resist the creation of new militants.  
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